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- The Iceman Cometh (1946)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- A Moon for the Misbegotten (1952)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Days Without End (1934)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- All God's Chillun Got Wings (1924)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Desire Under the Elms (1925)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- The Great God Brown (1926)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Welded (1924)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Diff'rent (1924)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Fountain (1926)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Lazarus Laughed (1927)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- Mourning Becomes Electra (1931)--Text--ZIP--HTML A Trilogy comprising Homecoming, The Hunted, The Haunted
- Dynamo (1929)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Strange Interlude (1928)--Text--ZIP--HTML

Baroness Emmuska ORCZY (1865-1947)
- The Man in Grey--Text--ZIP HELP
- Unravelled Knots--Text--ZIP
- Skin O' My Tooth--HTML
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

George ORWELL (1903-1950)
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- Nineteen eighty-four (1949)--Text--ZIP
- Animal Farm (1945)--Text--ZIP
- Coming up for Air (1939)--Text--ZIP
- Keep the Aspidistra Flying (1936)--Text--ZIP
- A Clergyman's Daughter (1935)--Text--ZIP
- Burmese Days (1934)--Text--ZIP
- Down and Out in Paris and London (1933)--Text--ZIP
- Shooting an Elephant (1936)--Text--ZIP
- Politics and the English Language (1946)--Text--ZIP
- The Road to Wigan Pier (1937)--Text--ZIP
- Homage to Catalonia (1938)--Text--ZIP
- Fifty Orwell Essays--Text--ZIP--HTML

P

Gilbert PARKER (1862-1932)
- The Power and the Glory (1925)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Emily H PELLOE (1878-1941)
- West Australian Orchids--HTML

Brian PENTON (1904-1951)
- Landtakers--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Inheritors--Text--ZIP--HTML

Luigi PIRANDELLO (1867-1936)
- The Old and the Young (1928) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- The Late Mattia Pascal (1923) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- Shoot! (1926) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP

Melville Davisson POST (1869-1930)
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- Uncle Abner, Master of Mysteries--Text--ZIP HELP
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Weston A PRICE (died 1948) (Go to the Soil and Health site for more information about Price, holistic agriculture, holistic health, self-sufficient living, and personal development)
- Nutrition and Physical Degeneration (1939)--(ZIPPED HTML (4.3 mb) Note. This eBook is only available as a zip archive which includes the html text and illustrations. A Comparison of Primitive and Modern Diets and Their Effects. The eBook contains many photographs and documentation about the helath of Australian Aborigines and New Zealand Maoris prior to their adoption of "white man's food". HELP

Marcel PROUST (1871-1922)
- Swann's Way (1922) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP HELP
- Within a Budding Grove (1924) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- The Guermantes Way (1925) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- Cities of the Plain (1927) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- The Captive (1929) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- The Sweet Cheat Gone (1930) translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP HELP
- Time Regained (1931) translated by Stephen Hudson [Sydney Schiff] (1868-1944)--Text--ZIP

Q

R

Marjorie Kinnan RAWLINGS (1896-1953)
- The Yearling (1938)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML--(with images)--(illustrations by N. C. Wyeth) HELP
- Cross Creek (1942)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Sojourner (1953)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- May. South Moon Under (1933)--Text--ZIP--HTML

Henry Handel RICHARDSON (1870-1946) Richardson's works are comprehensively covered at Perry Middlemiss' Literature Site
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- The Fortunes of Richard Mahony [trilogy] (1930)--Text (2 mb)--ZIP Comprising...

1. Australia Felix (1917)--Text--ZIP HELP
2. The Way Home (1925)--Text--ZIP
3. Ultima Thule (1929)--Text--ZIP

- Two Hanged Women--Text--ZIP (Short Story) HELP
- The End of a Childhood (Complete Stories of H H Richardson)--Text--ZIP

Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

O. E. (Ole Edvart) RØLVAAG (1876-1931)

- Giants in the Earth: a saga of the prairie (translated by Lincoln COLCORD (1883-1947)--coming soon

Steele RUDD (1868-1935)

- Our New Selection (1903)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP

S

Rafael SABATINI (1875-1950)

- The Sword of Islam--Text--ZIP HELP
- The Marquis of Carabas (1928)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Antoine de SAINT-EXUPERY (1900-1944)

- Le Petit Prince--HTML--ZIPED HTML (includes image) [French Language] HELP

Sir Ernest SCOTT (1868-1939)

- A Short History of Australia--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- Australian Discovery--ZIPPED HTML ONLY (4.5 mb) (Contains images)--Also see HTML on-line version at The Project Gutenberg of Australia Explorers Page
George Bernard SHAW (1856-1950)
- Saint Joan (1924)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML HELP
- The Millionairess (1936)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Buoyant Billions (1948)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Apple Cart (1929)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- "In Good King Charles's Golden Days" (1939)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Fascinating Foundling (1928)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- The Glimpse of Reality (1927)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles (1935)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML
- Village Wooing (1934)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Six of Calais (1934)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Geneva (1938)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- On the Rocks (1933)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML
- Too True to be Good (1932)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Cymbeline Refinished (1936)--Text--HTML
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Mary SHELLEY (1797-1851)
- The Last Man (1826)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Hester Travers SMITH (1868-1949)
- Oscar Wilde from Purgatory (1924)--Text--ZIP HELP

Joseph STALIN (1879-1953)
- Economic Problems of Socialism in the U.S.S.R.--Text--ZIP HELP

STENDAHL (Marie Henri Beyle) (1783-1842)
- The Red and the Black (1831)--translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP HELP
- The Charterhouse of Parma (1839)--translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- Armance--translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP
- The Abbess of Castro, etc.--translated by C K Scott Moncrieff (1889-1930)--Text--ZIP

Mary E STEUART (c.1832-1920)
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- Every Day Life on a Ceylon Cocoa Estate--Text--ZIP HELP

Lothrop STODDARD (1883-1950)
- Into The Darkness (1940)--Text--ZIP HELP

Alan SULLIVAN (1868-1947)
- Under the Northern Lights (1926)--Text--ZIP HELP

T

Rabindranath TAGORE (1861-1941)
- Broken Ties and Other Stories (1925)--Text--ZIP HELP
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Abel Jansz TASMAN (1603-1659)
- The Journal of Abel Jansz Tasman--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP

Dylan THOMAS (1914-1953)
- Collected Poems, 1934-1952--Text--ZIP HELP

James TUCKER (1803-1866)--Background to the publication of "Ralph Rashleigh" and biographical details of the author, who was, during all his Australian life, always a convict.
- The Adventures of Ralph Rashleigh (1929)--Substantially edited--Text--ZIP HELP
- Ralph Rashleigh (1952)--First authentic popular edition--Text--ZIP

Ivan TURGENEV (1818-1883)
- A Month in the Country--HTML Translated from the Russian by Constance Garnett (1861-1946) HELP

Mark TWAIN (Samuel CLEMENS) (1835-1910) (Visit Twain Quotations Site for Quotes and Articles AND Dr Widger's Library for other Twain eBooks)
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- Mark Twain's Autobiography (1924)--Vol 1 HTML--ZIPPED HTML----Vol 2 HTML--ZIPPED HTML (the ZIPPED HTML files contain images) HELP
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

U

V

SS VAN DINE (Willard Huntington Wright) (1887-1939)
- The Benson Murder Case (1926)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (The zipped HTML archive contains 4 images which relate to the story) HELP
- The "Canary" Murder Case (1927)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (The zipped HTML archive contains 5 images which relate to the story)
- The Bishop Murder Case (1928)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (The zipped HTML archive contains 5 images which relate to the story)
- The Scarab Murder Case (1930)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (The zipped HTML archive contains 6 images which relate to the story)
- The Gracie Allen Murder Case (1938)--Text--ZIP
- The Casino Murder Case (1934)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- The Dragon Murder Case (1933)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (The zip archive contains 1 image which relates to the story)
- The Kennel Murder Case--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (The zip archive contains 4 images which relate to the story)
- The Kidnap Murder Case (1936)--Text--ZIP--HTML

W

Dorothy WALL (1894-1942)
- Blinky Bill--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- Blinky Bill and Nutsy--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Blinky Bill Grows Up--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Complete Adventures of Blinky Bill--ZIPPED HTML (includes the above 3 ebooks and images) (3 mb)

Edgar WALLACE (1875-1932)
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- The Mind of Mr J G Reeder--Text--ZIP HELP
- The House with Seven Locks--Text--ZIP

Hugh Seymour WALPOLE (1884-1941)
- Jeremy and Hamlet (1923)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- Jeremy at Crale (1927)--Text--ZIP--HTML (The first book in the 'Jeremy' trilogy is available from Project Gutenberg in the U.S.)
- Captain Nicholas (1934)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Hans Frost (1929)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Harmer John (1926)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Portrait of a Man with Red Hair (1925)--Text--ZIP--HTML HELP
- Above the Dark Tumult: An Adventure (Also published as Above the Dark Circus) (1931)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Inquisitor (1935)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Old Ladies (1924)--Text--ZIP--HTML

The Herries Chronicle:--The author describes the series as follows: "My intention is simply to record scenes from the life of an English family during two hundred years of English change and fortune, and beyond that to pay a tribute to a part of England that I dearly love." The four books in the chronicle are...

- Rogue Herries (1930)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (with image of Herries family tree.) HELP
- Judith Paris (1931)--Text--ZIP--HTML--ZIPPED HTML (with image of Herries family tree.)
- The Fortress (1932)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Vanessa (1933)--Text--ZIP--HTML

Other Herries novels...

- The Bright Pavillons (1940)--Text--ZIP--HTML This is a prequel to the Herries Chronicles, taking place prior to the four books listed above, which were published earlier. Katherine Christian should tie them together, but was unfinished at the time the author's death (see below) HELP
- Katherine Christian (1944)--Text--ZIP--HTML

In his foreword to the collected volume of The Herries Chronicle(1939), Sir Hugh Walpole wrote: "In the middle of the last war, sitting in the mud in trenches near the Carpathians, I comforted my soul with visions of an English Chronicle that would stretch, without break, from the days of Elizabeth to our modern time. The half of that ambition is
accomplished, and I hope, if my life is spared, to fulfil the rest of it." The Bright Pavilions (1940) went some way towards fulfilling his intention. The story of Katherine Christian then begins where The Bright Pavilions left off, and Walpole worked on it until his death. The last page of manuscript is dated 24th May, 1941, and he died suddenly on 1st June. He did not leave any notes or other indications of the conclusion of the plot. However, whilst Katherine Christian was not quite finished, it was complete enough to be published as the last novel in the Herries Chronicle.

Thomas WATLING (b. 1762)
- Letters from an Exile at Botany Bay (1794) --Text--ZIP (to his aunt in Dumfries giving a particular account of the settlement of New South Wales, with the customs and manners of the inhabitants.) HELP

H G WELLS (1866-1946)
- Men Like Gods (1923) --Text--ZIP HELP
- The Autocracy of Mr. Parham (1929) --Text--ZIP--HTML
- What are we to do with our lives? --Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Shape of Things to Come (1933) --Text--ZIP--HTML
- The New World Order (1940) --Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Adventures of Tommy --Text--ZIP--HTML (Children's story written and illustrated by Wells) HELP
- May. The Croquet Player --Text--ZIP--HTML
- Other titles are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

Edith WHARTON (1862-1937)
- Certain People (1930) --Text--ZIP Comprising the following stories...
  1. A Bottle of Perrier --Text--ZIP HELP
  2. After Holbein --Text--ZIP
  3. Atrophy --Text--ZIP
  4. Dieu D'Amour --Text--ZIP
  5. The Refugees --Text--ZIP
  6. Mr. Jones --Text--ZIP

- Old New York (1924) Comprising the following novellas...
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

1. False Dawn (The 'Forties)--Text--ZIP HELP
2. The Old Maid (The 'Fifties)--Text--ZIP
3. The Spark (The 'Sixties)--Text--ZIP
4. New Year's Day (The 'Seventies)--Text--ZIP

- A Backward Glance (memoir) (1934)--Text--ZIP HELP
- Hudson River Bracketed (1929)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- Twilight Sleep (1927)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Children (1928)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Gods Arrive (1932)--Text--ZIP--HTML
- The Mother's Recompense (1925)--Text--ZIP--HTML

Ethel Lina WHITE (1887-1944)

- The Spiral Staircase--Text--ZIP (Originally published as Some Must Watch) HELP

John WHITE (1757/8-1832)

- Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales--Text--ZIP--HTML (no images)--ZIPPED HTML(with images--5.5mb) HELP

Stewart Edward WHITE (1873-1946)

- The Road I Know(1942)--Text--ZIP HELP
- The Stars Are Still There (1946)--Text--ZIP
- The Betty Book (1937)--Text--ZIP
- The Unobstructed Universe (1940)--Text--ZIP
- With Folded Wings (1947)--Text--ZIP
- Across the Unknown--Text--ZIP (with Harwood WHITE)

Charles WILLIAMS (1886-1945)

- Descent into Hell--Text--ZIP HELP
- Many Dimensions--Text--ZIP
- All Hallows' Eve--Text--ZIP

Woodrow WILSON
Works in the public domain in Australia fifty years after the author's death

- The Road Away from Revolution--[Text](#) [HELP](#)

George WITTON (1874-1942)
- Scapegoats of the Empire: The True Story of Breaker Morant's Bushveldt Carbineers--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HELP](#)

Thomas WOLFE (1900-1938)
- Look Homeward, Angel (1929)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HELP](#)
- Of Time and The River (1935)--[Text](2 mb) [ZIP](2 mb) [HTML](2 mb) [ZIPPED HTML](#)

Virginia WOOLF (1882-1941)
- Monday or Tuesday (Short Stories--1921)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HELP](#)
- Mrs Dalloway (Novel--1925)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#)
- The Common Reader (Essays--1925)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#) [ZIPPED HTML](#) (includes image of Greek characters)
- The Common Reader Second Series (Essays--1935)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#)
- To the Lighthouse (Novel--1927)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#)
- Orlando: A Biography (Novel--1928)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HELP](#)
- A Room of One's Own (Essay--1929)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#)
- The Waves (Novel--1931)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#)
- Three Guineas (Essay--1938)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#) [ZIPPED HTML](#) (includes image of Greek characters)
- Flush: A Biography (1933)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#)
- Between the Acts (Novel 1941)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#) [HELP](#)
- The Years (Novel 1937)--[Text](#) [ZIP](#) [HTML](#)
- Collected Essays--[Text](#) [ZIP](#)
- Collected Short Stories--[Text](#) [ZIP](#)

The following Virginia Woolf titles, also in the public domain in Australia, are available from Project Gutenberg in the US.

- The Voyage Out (Novel--1915)
- Night and Day (Novel--1919)
- Jacob's Room (Novel--1922)
George B WORGAN (1757-1838)
● Journal of a First Fleet Surgeon--Text--ZIP HELP

Dudley WRIGHT (1868-1949)
● The Epworth Phenomena (1917)--Text--ZIP HELP
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